
 

 

A Collaborative Educational Association Rule Mining Tool 

Abstract 

This paper describes a collaborative educational data mining tool based on association rule 

mining for the ongoing improvement of e-learning courses and allowing teachers with similar 

course profiles to share and score the discovered information. The mining tool is oriented to 

be used by non expert instructors in data mining so its internal operation has to be transparent 

to the user and the instructor can focus on the analysis of the results and make decisions 

about how to improve the e-learning course. In this paper, a data mining tool is described in a 

tutorial way and some examples of rules discovered in an adaptive web-based course are 

shown and explained. 

Keywords: Educational Data Mining Tool, Association Rule Mining, Collaborative 

Recommender System 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is the application of Data Mining (DM) techniques to 

educational data (Romero and Ventura, 2007). EDM has emerged as a research area in recent 

years for researchers all over the world in many different areas (e.g. computer science, 

education, psychology, psychometrics, statistics, intelligent tutoring systems, e-learning, 

adaptive hypermedia, etc.) when analysing large data sets in order to resolve educational 

research issues (Backer and Yacef, 2010). On one hand, the increase in both instrumental 

educational software as well as state databases of student information has created large 

repositories of data reflecting how students learn (Koedinger et al., 2008). On the other hand, 

the use of Internet in education has created a new context known as e-learning or web-based 

education in which large amounts of information about teaching-learning interaction are 
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endlessly generated and ubiquitously available (Castro et al., 2007). All this information 

provides a gold mine of educational data (Mostow & Beck, 2006). 

The EDM process converts raw data from educational systems into useful information that 

can be used by educational software developers, teachers, educational researchers, etc.  This 

process does not differ much from other application areas of data mining like business, 

genetics, medicine, etc. because it follows the same steps. The educational data mining 

process (Romero et. al., 2004) is based on the same steps as the general data mining process 

(see Figure 1), seen in continuation: 

- Preprocessing. The data obtained from the educational environment has to first be 

preprocessed to transform it into an appropriate format for mining. Some of the main 

preprocessing tasks are: cleaning, attribute selection, transforming attributes, data 

integration, etc. 

- Data mining. It is the central step that gives its name to the whole process. During this 

step, data mining techniques are applied to previously preprocessed data. Some 

examples of data mining techniques are: visualization, regression, classification, 

clustering, association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, text mining, etc.  

- Postprocessing. It is the final step in which the results or model obtained are interpreted 

and used to make decisions about the educational environment. 

 

 

Figure 1. Educational Data Mining process. 

Nowadays, a lot of general data mining tools and frameworks are available to DM users. 

Some examples of commercial mining tools are DBMiner (DBMiner, 2010), SPSS 

Clementine (Clementine, 2010) and DB2 Intelligent Miner (Miner, 2007). Some examples of 
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public domain mining tools are Weka (Weka, 2010), Keel (Keel, 2010) and Rapid Miner 

(RMiner, 2010). However, all these tools are not specifically designed for 

pedagogical/educational purposes and are cumbersome for an educator to use since they are 

designed more for power and flexibility than for simplicity (Romero et al., 2008b). On the 

other hand, there are also an increasing number of mining tools specifically oriented to 

educational data such as: Mining tool (Zaïane and Luo, 2007) for association and pattern 

mining, MultiStar (Silva and Vieira, 2002) for association and classification, EPRules 

(Romero et al., 2004) for association,  KAON (Tane et al., 2004) for clustering and text 

mining, Synergo/ColAT (Avouris et al., 2005) for statistics and visualization, GISMO 

(Mazzaa and Milani, 2005) for visualization, TADA-Ed (Merceron and Yacef, 2005) for 

visualizing and mining, etc. However, most of the current EDM tools are complex for 

educators to use and their features go well beyond the scope of what an educator may want to 

do. So, these tools must have a more intuitive interface that is easy to use, with parameter-

free data mining algorithms to simplify the configuration and execution, and with 

collaboration facilities to make their results available to other educators or e-learning 

designers (Garcia et al., 2009b).  

This paper describes an educational data mining tool based on association rule mining and 

collaborative filtering for the continuous improvement of e-learning courses. The main 

objective is to make a mining tool in which the information discovered can be shared and 

scored by different instructors and experts in education. The paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 is a background about educational data mining tools; Section 3 describes the 

proposed mining tool and shows some examples of discovered rules. Finally, future lines of 

research and conclusions are outlined in Section 4. 
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2. Educational Data Mining Tool Background 

Nowadays, EDM researchers have developed a lot of educational data mining tools to help 

EDM users (teachers/instructors/academic responsibility/course developers/learning 

providers/etc.) to solve different educational problems and objectives (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1. List of EDM tools. 

However, all these tools are oriented for use by a single user in order to discover useful 

knowledge in his own courses. So, they do not allow collaborative usage in order to share all 

the discovered information with other users who use similar courses (contents, subjects, 

educational type: elementary and primary education, adult education, higher, tertiary and 

academic education, special education, etc.). In this way, the information discovered locally 

by some users could be joined and stored in a common repository of knowledge available for 

all users in order to solve similar problems when detected. 

One of the most commonly used data mining techniques in the above-mentioned tools is 

association rule discovery (Agrawal et al., 1996). Association rules are one of the most 

popular ways of representing discovered knowledge and describing a close correlation 

between frequent items in a database. An X Þ Y type association rule expresses a close 

correlation between items (attribute-value) in a database. There are many association rule 

discovery algorithms (Zheng et al., 2001) but Apriori is the first and foremost among them 

(Agrawal et al., 1996).   

Most association rule mining algorithms require the user to set at least two thresholds, one 

of minimum support and the other of minimum confidence. The support S of a rule is defined 

as the probability that an entry has of satisfying both X and Y. Confidence is defined as the 

probability an entry has of satisfying Y when it satisfies X. Therefore the aim is to find all the 
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association rules that satisfy certain minimum support and confidence restrictions, with 

parameters specified by the user. A really important improvement to the Apriori algorithm for 

use in educational environments is the Predictive Apriori (Scheffer, 2005) because it does not 

require the user to specify any of these parameters (either the minimum support threshold or 

confidence values).The algorithm aims to find the N best association rules, where N is a fixed 

number. The Predictive Apriori (PA) algorithm strikes an appropriate balance between 

support and confidence to maximize the probability of accurately predicting the dataset. In 

order to achieve this, the PA algorithm, using the Bayesian method, proposes a solution that 

quantifies the expected predictive accuracy (E(c| ĉ, s) of an association rule [x Þ y] with 

given confidence ĉ and the support of the rule’s body (the left hand side of the rule) of s. 

3. Mining Tool Description and Tutorial 

In this paper, a data mining tool with two subsystems is proposed: a client application and 

a server one (Figure 2).  The client application uses an association rule mining tool to 

uncover interesting relationships found in student usage data through IF-THEN 

recommendation rules.  The server application uses a collaborative recommender system to 

share and score the rules previously obtained by instructors in similar courses with other 

instructors and experts in education. 

 

Figure 2. Collaborative data mining tool. 

As can be seen in Figure 2, the system is based on client-server architecture with N clients, 

which applies an association rule mining algorithm locally on student usage data. In fact, the 

client application uses the Predictive Apriori algorithm. The only parameter is the number of 

rules to be discovered, which is a more intuitive parameter for a teacher who is not an expert 

in data mining. The association rules discovered by the client application must be evaluated 
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to decide if they are relevant or not; therefore the client application uses an evaluation 

measure (García et al., 2009a) to classify if the rules are expected or unexpected, comparing 

them to the rules that have been scored and stored in a collaborative rules repository 

maintained on the server side. Also, the expected rules found are then expressed in a more 

comprehensible recommendation format of possible solutions for problems detected in the 

course. The teacher sees the recommendation and can determine if it is relevant or not for 

him/her in order to apply/use the recommendation. On the other hand, the server application 

allows the management of the rules repository by using collaborative filtering techniques 

with knowledge-based techniques (García et al., 2009a).  The information in the knowledge 

base is stored in the form of tuples (rule-problem-recommendation-relevance) which are 

classified according to a specific course profile. The course profile is represented as a three-

dimensional vector related to the following characteristics of his/her course: Topic (the area 

of knowledge, e.g. Computer Science or Biology); Level (level of the course, e.g. 

Universitary, High School, Elementary or Special Education); and Difficulty (the difficulty of 

the course, e.g., Low or High). These similarities between courses are available for other 

teachers to assess in terms of applicability and relevance. A group of experts propose the first 

tuples of the rule repository and also vote on those tuples proposed by other experts. On the 

other hand, teachers could discover new tuples (in the client application) but these must be 

validated by the experts (in the server application) before being inserted into the rule 

repository. In our experiments, three experts in the Computer Sciences and Artificial 

Intelligence area in Cordoba University, Spain have also participated and were responsible 

for proposing the initial tuples in the repository. And there have also been two other teachers 

from the same area involved (the authors of the courses themselves).  
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3.1. Client Application 

The main feature of client application is its specialization in educational environments.   

Domain specific attributes, filters and restrictions for the rules, and student usage datasets 

from the e-learning course have been used to achieve this. The interface for client application 

has the following four basic panels. 

Pre-processing panel. Before applying a data mining algorithm, the data has to be pre-

processed in order to be adapted to our data model. Figure 3 shows the pre-processed panel of 

CIECoF (Continuos Improvement of E-learning Courses Framewok) tool, using red icons to 

highlight the different steps the user must follow. Next, the main functionality of each step is 

described, represented as a red square in the figure: 

1. Select Data: this is the first step, where the teacher has to select the origin of the data 

to be mined (see Figure 3). There are two different formats available for input data: 1) 

the Moodle relational database, for teachers that work with Moodle as well as the 

INDESAHC authoring tool (García et al., 2009), so all our attributes are used directly; 

or 2) a Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005) ARFF text file, for teachers that use other 

LMSs and, therefore, other attributes. 

2. Attributes: if the teacher selects an ARFF file as the data source, the application only 

shows the teacher the numerical attributes detected in the file.  On the other hand, if 

the teacher selects a Moodle database compatible with CIECoF attributes, the teacher 

can select from among different tables, such us course, unit, lesson,  or exercise, 

among others. 

3. Data summary: the teacher can consult all the attributes and instances in the selected 

data, determining the quantity of nominal and numerical attributes. 
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4. Selected attribute: this step allows the teacher to transform the numerical attribute 

selected in step 2 into a nominal attribute. The objective is to make the rules 

discovered easier to understand and also to significantly reduce the mining 

algorithm’s running time. The transformation into discreet variables can be seen as a 

categorisation of attributes that take a small set of values. The basic idea involves 

partitioning the values of continuous attributes within a small list of intervals. Our 

process of discretization used three possible nominal values: LOW, MEDIUM and 

HIGH. Three partition methods have been used: the equal width method, score type 

method and a manual method, where the teacher sets the limits of the categories 

manually, specifying the cutting point of each interval. 

 

Figure 3. Pre-processing panel.  

Configuration parameters Panel. The teacher has to set up the configuration parameters of 

the algorithm, and the restrictions he/she wants to apply to reduce discovered output 

information (see Figure 4). Next, the main functionality of each step is described, represented 

as a red square in the figure: 

1. Number of rules: this is the only parameter that Predictive Apriori (Scheefer, 2005) 

needs and is a more intuitive parameter for a non-expert in data mining. 

2. Restricting attributes: the teacher can specify the attributes that do or do not have to 

appear in the rule antecedent or consequent, in order to improve the comprehensibility 

of the rules discovered.  

3. Analysis depth: In order to restrict the search field, a few parameters related to the 

depth of analysis have also been added. First, the teacher must select the level to carry 

out the analysis: course, unit, lesson and others tables such as course-unit, course-
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lesson, course-exercise, course-forum, unit-exercise, unit-lesson, lesson-exercise 

among others. Then, the teacher must select a particular course, unit or lesson in order 

to do rule mining only with specified data at the specified level. The system also 

allows interesting relationships among attributes in different tables to be identified, 

for example if the user selects an analysis at course-unit level, unit-exercises, etc; the 

temporary table will contain attributes and transactions of more than one table (see 

Table 2). 

 

Table 2. Temporary tables used in the discovery of association rules. 

4. Restricting items: an item is a pair attribute=value. This option allows the teacher to 

specify maximum numbers for antecedent and consequent items in the rule. By 

default, the application sets a value of 1 for the quantity of items in the consequent, 

which also improves the comprehensibility of the resulting rules. 

 

Figure 4. Parameters configuration panel. 

Rules Repository Panel. The rules repository (see Figure 5) is the knowledge database that 

provides the background for a subjective analysis of the rules discovered.  

 

Figure 5. Rules repository panel. 

 

Next, the main functionality of each step will be described, represented as a red square in 

Figure 5: 

1. Get rules set: Since a specific rule and/or specific recommendation that has been 

discovered in one course does not necessarily have to be valid or applicable to another 
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different course, the rules in the repository are classified according to the teacher 

profile: Topic, Level and Difficulty. Before running the algorithm, the teacher 

downloads the current knowledge database from the server (pressing Get rules set 

from server), according to his/her course profile. The personalisation of the tuples 

returned by the server is based on these three filtering parameters, along with the type 

of course to be analysed. So, the teacher only downloads tuples that match each 

profile.  

2. Rule Set: This table shows the tuples downloaded from the remote repository in step 

1. The information provided by the system for each tuple is: the rule itself (antecedent 

and consequent), the problem detected by the rule, the associated recommendation or 

recommendations for its solution, and a parameter called weighted accuracy (WAcc) 

(García et al., 2009) which is a function of two parameters: 1) the voting of experts 

and teachers, and 2) the average of predictive accuracy of the rule obtained by 

teachers when they apply the Predictive Apriori algorithm to their own courses. The 

rules repository is created on the server side, based on the educational considerations 

of experts and the experience garnered from other similar e-learning courses. In order 

to allow this exchange of information (tuples) between the application client and the 

server, a web service has been implemented to download the most recent version of 

the repository using standard PMML format. A model of association rules has three 

main parts: 1) attributes of the model; 2) items; and 3) association rules. Each rule 

stored in the repository should indicate possible problems to be detected in on-line 

courses, so it will be necessary to describe each tuple through the fields previously 

mentioned. In order to include new fields in this model, different extensions are added 

through the element "Extension" of PMML. The definitive structure of each 
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association rule inside the PMML file is shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Structure of each association rule inside the PMML file. 

Next, in Table 4, a fragment of the rules repository used in CIECoF is provided. 

Specifically, two tuples related to attributes in the students_courses and students_units 

tables are shown. 

 

Table 4. A fragment of the rules repository in PMML format. 

3. Run button: Finally, after downloading the rule repository and configuring the 

application parameters or using default values, the teacher executes the association 

rule algorithm, pressing this button. 

Results Panel. Once the professor executes the mining algorithm, the rules discovered are 

classified according to whether they were foreseeable or not (see Figure 6).  If they coincide 

with some of the rules in the repository, in the event of being foreseeable, it is possible to 

directly show the professor the other fields of the tuple, corresponding to the rule in question: 

a) the problem detected, b) the possible solutions to this problem through a group of 

recommendations. There are two types of recommendations:  

a. Active, if a direct modification in course content or structure is involved. 

Active recommendations can be linked to: modifications in the formulation of 

the questions or the practical exercises/tasks assigned to the students; changes 

in previously assigned parameters such as course duration or the level of 

lesson difficulty; or the elimination of a resource such as a forum or a chat 

room.  

b. Passive, if they detect a more general problem and point the teacher towards 
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more specific recommendations. 

 

Figure 6. Classification of discovered rules. 

The results panel shows the association rules discovered through the application of the 

Predictive Apriori algorithm in the following fields: rule, problem, recommendation, score 

and apply button. The main functionality of each step, represented as a red square in the 

figure is as follows: 

1. Apply button: For active recommendations, by clicking the Apply button, the teacher 

will be shown the area of the course that the recommendation refers to (see Figure 7) so 

that he/she can carry out the modification, change, elimination, etc. Each time a teacher 

applies an active recommendation, he/she implicitly votes for that tuple. 

2. Resource Dialog: It shows the specific parameters of the didactic resource pertaining to 

the problem detected.  For example, Figure 7 shows that there is a writing error in the 

wording of the question (20 cm instead of 2 cm) and so the teacher has corrected it and 

has also added some more information.  

 

Figure 7. Results panel. 

3.2. Server Application 

On the server side, a web application has been implemented to manage the knowledge 

database or repository. In order to access absolutely all the editing options for the repository, 

a basic profile was created, which is the profile of the experts in the educational domain.  

These experts have permission to introduce new tuples into the rule repository (see Figure 

8). The tuples in the repository are classified according to the course profile; therefore, before 

introducing the rules, the expert must select the course profile that the rule corresponds to. 
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The next section describes the main functionality of each step, represented as a red square in 

the figure: 

1. Rule parameters: the teacher can configure the items in the antecedent of the rule, up 

to three items in the antecedent of the rule, and one item in the consequent.  

2. Problem detected: the teacher sets the problem/s this rule could detect 

3. Recommendation: finally, the teacher enunciates the possible recommendation/s to 

solve the problem that this rule detects. 

 

Figure 8. Panel to insert a rule in the repository. 

Both experts and teachers participate in the creation of the knowledge base. Initially the 

knowledge base was empty and experts proposed tuples. In continuation, there is a 

commentary on how experts and teachers voted. 

On one hand, each expert, using the server application, voted for each tuple in the 

repository according to the approaches specified in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. Voting Panel. 

Expert evaluation has been divided into two groups of evaluation criteria or approaches:  

1. The A1 block: the three options in this block are related to expert evaluation of the 

selected tuple with respect to its comprehensibility, suitability and the adjustment of 

the tuple to the profile.  

2. The A2 block: the three options in this block are related to expert decision regarding 

the selected tuple with respect to its addition to the repository. 

By making W1, W2 the weights assigned by the system administrator to the two groups of 

options A1 and A2, the total score of a tuple can be calculated according to: 
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2211 ** AWAWpertNumVotesEx +=   

where Ā1 and Ā2  are the average score given by experts to each option in the group. The 

NumVotesExpert values are between 0 and 100 and they are distributed, depending on the 

vote, in the following way: Very Low option (20 points), Low (40 points), Normal (60 

points), High (80 points), and Very High (100 points).  

On the other hand, as previously mentioned, teachers vote implicitly; that is, if teachers 

apply one of the recommendations to their course, they are automatically voting for its 

applicability to this tuple: 

NumVotesTeacher = 100 * TeacherVote 

where TeacherVote is a binary variable with values of true (1) or false (0) according to 

whether the teacher votes for the rule or not. The values of NumVotesExpert and 

NumVotesTeachers are used to calculate the score of each rule. Each time that a client 

application updates the repository, the WAcc parameter (García et al., 2009) is recalculated 

and the tuples in the repository are reordered, taking into account this parameter. 

Figure 10 shows the list of tuples classified according to the course profile. The fields in this 

list are: 

1. Description of the rule: it shows its links to each tuple in the repository, so that, 

before voting, the expert can consult the specific parameter of the tuple. 

2. The score: it shows the WAcc parameter of the tuple. 

3. Voting options: it shows the expert a link to the ‘Voting Panel’ (Figure 9) if the 

expert has not voted for the rule; otherwise the expert can modify his/her vote 

using the hand icon. 

 

Figure 10. List of tuples. 
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3.3. Examples of discovered rules 

This section concentrates on a description of the meaning and the possible use of several 

rules regarding our courses that were discovered using CIECoF. The student’s usage data 

used is from an adaptive web-based course based on subjects included in the ECDL 

(European Computer Driving Licence) executed by 90 students from 3 towns in the Province 

of Cordoba (aimed at increasing the technological literacy of women in rural areas). The 

course topics were: basic concepts of information technology, using the computer and 

managing files, word processing, spreadsheets, databases/filing systems, presentation and 

drawing, and information network services. 

It is important to highlight that a single rule can have several interpretations. Therefore the 

system will always show those recommendations related to the detection of a possible 

problem, and it is the teacher him/herself who actually decides what recommendations to use. 

Semantically our discovered rules are expressed in the following pattern: 

IF Time|Score|Participation AND ... THEN Time|Score|Participation (supp.= acc.=) 

Where Time, Score and Participation are thereby generic attributes referring to: the reading 

time dedicated to the course, units, lessons and exercises (HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW 

values); information on students’ scores in the test and activities questions (HIGH, MEDIUM 

and LOW values); and lastly, participation refers to how the students have used collaborative 

resources like the forum and chat (HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW values). Based on the rules 

discovered, the teacher can decide which of the relationships expressed are desirable or 

undesirable, and whether or not to apply the recommendation in order to strengthen or 

weaken the relationship (namely changing or modifying the contents, structure and adaptation 

of the course, etc.). 

Next, we describe some examples of the general patterns found in rules of interest offering 
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the teacher useful information about how to improve a course. We also describe some of their 

possible interpretations. It is important to highlight that a single rule can have several 

interpretations. Therefore the system will always show all the recommendations related to a 

detected problem, and it is the teacher him/herself who actually decides what 

recommendations to us. 

Examples of expected rules: 

IF u_time [5] = HIGH AND u_attempts [5] = LOW THEN u_final_score[5] = HIGH (supp. 

= 0.81, acc.= 0.72) 

Meaning/Detected Problem: 

If the time used to complete unit 5 is high and the number of attempts to overcome the 

topic is low, then the final note of the topic is high. This can mean that although the 

students needed a long time to complete this topic, it was carried out in a few attempts 

and in the end, the score was high, so possibly the time needed to complete the unit was 

not estimated correctly. 

Action: 

The duration of this topic was lengthened. 

IF u_assignment_score [11] = LOW THEN u_final_score[5] = HIGH (supp. = 0.65, acc = 

0.72) 

Meaning/Detected Problem: 

This rule means that if students got a low score in task 11 that corresponded to unit 5, 

then the final score obtained in unit 5 was high. This rule can indicate that there could 

be a problem in this task, for example the wording of this task could be incorrect or 

ambiguous, giving place to several interpretations. 

Action: 
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The wording of the task was modified because it was ambiguous and did not specify all 

the data needed to complete the task correctly. 

Examples of unexpected rules: 

IF u_time [1] = HIGH THEN u_forum_read[2] = LOW (supp. = 0.58, acc.= 0.68) 

Meaning/Detected Problem: 

If the time used in completing unit 1 is high, then the quantity of messages read in the 

forum of the same unit is low. This was an unexpected rule and it can have several 

interpretations. On one hand, the students demonstrated self-sufficiency when 

dedicating more time to the resolution of unit 1 without needing to  use the forum 

associated to that unit, so maybe the forum was not necessary, or, on the other hand, the 

unit is complicated and the students have had problems in its resolution, although they 

have not used the forum. In these cases it is recommended to see if other more specific 

problems have been detected at this unit level.  

Action: 

Other more specific problems and recommendations were consulted at unit level, 

detecting problems with respect to that forum 

IF u_forum_read [3] = HIGH THEN u_assignment_score[9] = HIGH (supp. = 0.78, acc.= 

0.67) 

Meaning/Detected Problem: 

This rule means that, if the quantity of messages read in forum 3 belonging to unit 3 is 

high, then the score of task 9, corresponding to the same unit, is also high. At first sight 

this relationship can seem obvious or logical, but other similar rules found in other 

topics led to the discovery that most of the units with some assigned task involved a 

medium or high participation in the forum . 
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Action: 

New tasks were created in those units with no tasks or with a low number of tasks. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper has demonstrated a data mining tool that uses association rule mining and 

collaborative filtering in order to make recommendations to instructors about how to improve 

e-learning courses. This tool enables the sharing and scoring of rules discovered by other 

teachers in similar courses. The use of the tool is described and some examples of the rules 

discovered are given. The system proposed validates didactic models for e-learning, so that 

once the teacher establishes the values that he/she considers to be high, medium and low in 

the use of each didactic course resource, the system will identify anything that contradicts the 

model as being a problem. This allows the teacher to analyze and to improve initial beliefs 

based on real interactions between the students and the e-learning course. 

Currently, the mining tool has only been used by a group of instructors and experts 

involved in the development of the tool itself. In fact, the general opinion of these experts and 

teachers who participated in the experiments has been very good, showing a high level of 

interest and motivation. Therefore in the future the tool will have to be tested with several 

groups of external instructors and experts to determine its usability with external users. In our 

experiments, the same weight was given to the voting of experts as to that of teachers, and so 

analyzing the relevance of this teacher and expert voting could also be an interesting topic for 

future research. 
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Table 1. List of EDM tools. 

 

Tool Objective Reference 

WUM tool To extract patterns useful for 

evaluating on-line courses. 

(Zaïane and Luo, 2001) 

MultiStar To aid in the assessment of distance 

learning. 

(Silva and Vieira, 2002) 

Data Analysis Center To analyze students’ patterns and 

organize web-based contents 

efficiently. 

(Shen et al., 2002) 

Assistance tool To provide a tool for students to 

look for the materials they need. 

(Shen et al., 2003) 

EPRules To discover prediction rules to 

provide feedback for courseware 

authors. 

(Romero et al., 2004) 

KAON To find and organize the resources 

available on the web in a 

decentralized way. 

(Tane et al., 2004) 

GISMO/CourseVis To visualize what is happening in 

distance learning classes. 

(Mazza and Milani, 

2004) 

TADA-ED To help teachers to discover 

relevant patterns in students’ online 

exercises. 

(Merceron and Yacef, 

2005) 

O3R To retrieve and interpret sequential 

navigation patterns. 

(Becker et al., 2005) 

Synergo/ColAT To analyze and produce 

interpretative views of learning 

activities. 

(Avouris et al., 2005) 

LISTEN tool To explore huge student-tutor 

interaction logs. 

(Mostow et al., 2005) 

TAFPA To provide helpful analysis of the 

cognitive process. 

(Damez et al., 2005) 

iPDF_Analyzer To help predict interactive 

properties in the multimedia 

presentations produced by students. 

(Bari and Benzater, 

2005) 

Classroom Sentinel To detect patterns and deliver alerts 

to the teacher.  

(Singley and Lam, 2005) 

Teacher ADVisor To generate advice for course 

instructors. 

(Kosba et al., 2005) 

Teacher Tool To analyze and visualize usage- (Zinn and Scheuer, 2006) 

Table



tracking data. 

CoSyLMSAnalytics To evaluate the learner’s progress 

and produce evaluation reports. 

(Retalis et al., 2006) 

Monitoring tool To trace deficiencies in student 

comprehension back to individual 

concepts. 

(Yoo et al., 2006) 

MINEL To analyze the navigational 

behavior and the performance of 

the learner. 

(Bellaachia and 

Vommina, 2006) 

Simulog To validate the evaluation of 

adaptive systems by user profile 

simulation. 

(Bravo and Ortigosa, 

2006) 

LOCO-Analyst To provide teachers with feedback 

on the learning process. 

(Jovanovic et al., 2007) 

LogAnalyzer tool To estimate user characteristics 

from user logs through semantics. 

(Andrejko et al., 2007) 

Learning log 

Explorer 

To diagnose student learning 

behaviors.   

(Jong et al., 2007) 

MotSaRT To help the on-line teacher with 

student motivation. 

(Hurley and Weibelzahl, 

2007) 

Measuring tool To measure the motivation of 

online learners. 

(Hershkovitz and 

Nachmias, 2008) 

DataShop To store and analyze click-stream 

data, fine-grained longitudinal data 

generated by educational systems. 

(Koedinger et al., 2008) 

Visualizing trails To mine and visualize the trails 

visited in web-based educational 

systems. 

(Romero et al., 2008) 

Measures Tool To analyze rule evaluation 

measures. 

(Ventura et al., 2008) 

Solution Trace Graph To visualize and analyze student 

interactions. 

(Ben-Naim et al., 2008) 

Decisional Tool To discover factors contributing to 

students’ success and failure rates. 

(Selmoune and 

Alimazighi, 2008) 

Concept Map 

Generation Tool 

To automatically construct concept 

maps for e-learning. 

(Lau et al., 2007) 

Author Assistant To assist in the evaluation of 

adaptive courses. 

(Vialardi et al., 2008) 

Meta-Analyzer To analyze student learning 

behavior in the use of search 

(Hwang et al., 2008) 



engines. 

CIECoF To make recommendations to 

courseware authors about how to 

improve courses. 

(Garcia et al., 2009b) 

SAMOS Student activity monitoring using 

overview spreadsheets. 

(Juan et al., 2009) 

PDinamet To support teachers in collaborative 

student modeling.  

(Gaudioso et al., 2009) 

E-learning data 

analysis 

To analyze learner behavior in 

learning management systems. 

(Psaromiligkos et al., 

2009) 

Refinement 

Suggestion Tool 

To confirm or reject hypotheses 

concerning the best way to use 

adaptive tutorials. 

(Ben-Naim et al., 2009) 

Edu-mining To recommend books to pupils. (Nagata et al., 2009) 

AHA! Mining Tool To recommend the best links for a 

student to visit next. 

(Romero et al., 2010) 

 



Table 2. Temporary tables used in the discovery of association rules. 

Table Attributes 

Students - Courses c_score, c_time 

Students - Units u_time, u_initial_score, u_final_score, u_attempts 

Students - Lessons l_visited, l_finished, l_time 

Students - Exercises e_score, e_time 

Students - Forums forum_read, fórum_post 

Students - Quizzes quiz_time, quiz_score 

Students - Tasks assignment_score 

Students - Chats chat_messages 

Students -<Table1>-…<TableN> <attributes table1>,…,<attributes table N> 

 

Table



Table 3. Structure of each association rule inside the PMML file. 

 

<AssociationRule support=" " confidence=" " antecedent=" " consequent=" " > 
      <Extension name="ProblemDetected" value=" " /> 

      <Extension name="Recommendation" value=" " /> 

      <Extension name="WAcc" value=" " /> 

 </AssociationRule> 

 

Table



Table 4. A fragment of the rules repository in PMML format. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<PMML version="3.1" xmlns="http://www.dmg.org/PMML-3_1" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 
  <Header copyright="CIECoF"> 

    <Application name="Rule repository" version="1.0" /> 

    <Annotation> Example of PMML file </Annotation> 

  </Header> 

  <DataDictionary numberOfFields="2"> 

    </DataField> 
    <DataField name="c_time" optype="categorical" dataType="string"> 

      <Value value="LOW" property="valid" /> 

      <Value value="MEDDLE" property="valid" /> 

      <Value value="HIGH" property="valid" /> 

    </DataField> 
<DataField name="c_score" optype="categorical" dataType="string"> 

      <Value value="LOW" property="valid" /> 

      <Value value="MIDDLE" property="valid" /> 

      <Value value="HIGH" property="valid" /> 

    </DataField> 

    </DataField> 
... 

<AssociationModel functionName="associationRules" algorithmName="PredictiveApriori" 

numberOfRules="15"> 

    <MiningSchema> 

        <MiningField name="c_time" /> 

        <MiningField name="c_score" /> 

        <MiningField name="u_time" /> 

        <MiningField name="u_initial_score" /> 

        <MiningField name="u_final_score" /> 

        <MiningField name="u_attempts" /> 

    </MiningSchema> 
    <Item id="1" value="u_time=HIGH" /> 

    <Item id="2" value="u_attempts=LOW" /> 

    <Item id="3" value="u_initial_score=HIGH" /> 

    <Item id="4" value="u_final_score=MIDDLE" /> 

    <Item id="5" value="c_score=HIGH" /> 

    <Itemset id="1" numberOfItems="1"> 
       <ItemRef itemRef="3" /> 

    </Itemset> 

    <Itemset id="2" numberOfItems="1"> 

       <ItemRef itemRef="5" />      

    </Itemset> 

    <Itemset id="3" numberOfItems="2"> 
       <ItemRef itemRef="1" /> 

       <ItemRef itemRef="2" /> 

    </Itemset> 

   <Itemset id="4" numberOfItems="1"> 

       <ItemRef itemRef="4" /> 

        </Itemset> 
     <AssociationRule> antecedent="2" consequent="1"  

     <Extension name="ProblemDetected" value=" If the score in the chapter is medium/normal and 

the final socre in the course is high, then you can set that there are problems in the chapter." /> 

     <Extension name="Recommendation" value="To see/check other recommendations about the 

chapter." /> 
     <Extension name="WAcc" value="0.74" />  

    </AssociationRule> 

    ... 

 </AssociationModel> 

</PMML> 

Table
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